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Dates for your diary 
 

 

Saturday 14 December 2019 Lecture Members’ talks: Celebrating 75 years of the CBA: Past, Present 
and Future, by Sue Dormer; Observatories and other monuments of astronomers in Berkshire, by 
Kenelm England FRA; The History of the Society’s Logo, by Tim Lloyd. Main Hall, RISC, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. 

Wednesday 8 January 2020 The Study Group RISC, 1 p.m.(Please note new venue and start time) 

Saturday 18 January 2020 Lecture Bluestones and white bones: the origins of the people of 
Stonehenge, by Dr Rick Schulting.  
 

Tuesday 21 January 2020 Visit to Wittenham Clumps Iron Age Hillfort, 10 a.m.  

Wednesday 5 February The Study Group. 

Saturday 15 February 2020 Lecture The material culture of English medieval rural households, by Dr 
Ben Jarvis. 

Wednesday 4 March The Study Group. 

Saturday 21 March 2020 Lecture Archaeological Palaeoenvironmental Archives: challenges and 
potential, by Paul Flintoff. 

Saturday 28 March 2020 Day School at St Nicolas Church Hall, West Mills, Newbury, RG14 5HG. 

Wednesday 1 April 2020 The Study Group. 

Friday 3 April 2020 Visit to Avebury and other nearby sites. 

Saturday 18 April 2020 Lecture Beacons of the Past and LiDAR: shining new light on the Iron Age 
landscapes of the Chilterns, by Dr Ed Peveler. 

 

From the Chair  

The theme of these words could be ‘Heritage and the Community’. As is described on the BAS website, 
letters in the name of the Society were sent to the Reading Chronicle, The Minister of Prisons and Probation, 
Reading Borough Council, and the High Sheriff of Berkshire. These letters supported the campaign to 
develop Reading Gaol as an Arts and Heritage hub as well as asking for the release of the results of 
archaeological work, commissioned by the Ministry of Justice, that investigated the remains of Reading 
Abbey’s east end, which lie within the gaol’s perimeter.  

BAS is also spreading its wings in the wider community and seeking to increase and diversify the 
membership. Following the success of ‘The Heritage Quarter’ at the East Reading Festival this summer, the 
Society will be represented at various community events in 2020. Help is needed with, among other things, 
logistic support and assistance at the events. If you are interested in getting involved please contact me at 
info@berksarch.co.uk. 

Our autumn programme of lectures is well under way: I always find the December event a particular joy and 
not just because of the mince-pies ! It is a time when we hear from our members: their interests and 
passions. I look forward to seeing you there. 

Alison McQuitty 

 
 

mailto:info@berksarch.co.uk
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Annual General Meeting 2019 

The Annual General Meeting took place on Saturday 21 
September before the afternoon lecture. 34 members 
were present. The Chair, Alison McQuitty, gave a 
summary of the year’s activities, the Treasurer, Andrew 
Hutt, presented the Society accounts, and the present 
officers and members of the Council were re-elected. 

These are: Chair - Alison McQuitty, Secretary - Anne 
Harrison, Treasurer - Andrew Hutt, Members - John 
Chapman, Gail Eaton, Ann Griffin, Anne Helmore, Tim 
Lloyd, Catherine, Petts, Griselda Truscott-Wicks, Maggie 
Smith, and Julie Worsfold. 

Anne Harrison  

 

Archaeology on Saturdays 

The Saxon period burials from Guildown 
Avenue, Guildford 

A talk by Dr Ceri Falys (TVAS, University of Reading), 
21 September 2019 

Building work in Guildown Avenue, high on the Hog’s 
Back to the west side of Guildford, was scheduled to 
take place in a property adjacent to where a Saxon 
cemetery had been excavated in 1929. Known as the 
‘Guildown Saxon Execution Cemetery’, this was 
excavated by the Surrey Archaeological Society after the 
gardener had already disturbed 55 skeletons. In all, 222 
skeletons were recovered which appeared to have been 
deposited in three different phases, plus two further 
skeletons found before the excavation report was 
published. 

Phase 1 appeared to be pagan. The burials had been 
arranged around an apparently empty space which may 
have been the barrow of a single individual. These 
burials were supine, extended, and orientated east–
west. They included men, women, and children and so 
represented a normal community. The associated 
settlement is unknown. Grave goods included pottery 
urns, glass beakers, a bucket, knives, jewellery, beads, 
pins, and so on, and these dated this phase to the 6th 
century.  

Phase 2 was designated the ‘execution phase’. The 
bodies were not aligned east–west but were jumbled up 
with more than one individual in a single grave. Some 
were described as ‘mutilated’ which included head 
wounds and decapitations. Some were lying face-down 
and there was evidence to show that their hands and 
feet had been bound. They were nearly all men, with 
one or two possible females. Little care had been taken 
with these burials and some had cut into the earlier 
Saxon graves. At the time this was probably 
unconsecrated ground.  

Phase 3 consisted of a line of multiple burials of men, 
neatly laid out, supine, and aligned east–west. There 
were no grave goods but a coin of Edward the 
Confessor dated these burials to around AD 1043. 

The osteology of the skeletons from the 1929 excavation 
was never published. Some at least were sent to Sir 
Arthur Keith who replied by way of an unpublished letter. 

They were feared lost as a result of bombing during 
World War II but recently 55 skeletons from the 1929 dig 
have turned up at the Natural History Museum in 
London. 

The adjacent property was excavated by Thames Valley 
Archaeological Services (TVAS), who hoped to 
determine the western extent of the cemetery. Apart 
from some undated postholes and a pit, and a post-
medieval ditch, six graves were discovered. Three of 
these could be attributed to the Phase I pagan cemetery, 
and three were atypical: two of these were aligned 
north–south and one north-west to south-east; two 
contained more than one burial and the burials had 
unusual limb positions. There was also an ‘empty’ grave 
that contained a small piece of scabbard and probably 
represented a disturbed 6th century burial. 

 

Anglo-Saxon grave 

The 6th century graves contained the poorly-preserved 
remains of an individual aged 18–25 years of 
indeterminate sex, together with a knife blade; a woman 
aged 36–45 years buried with copper alloy tweezers 
who was about five feet and one inch in height, showed 
degenerative joint disease in her shoulders and back, 
had a healed rib fracture, and evidence of dental plaque 
and gum disease, while the extent of tooth wear 
suggested she had been using her mouth as a tool; and 
a poorly-preserved third individual aged 14–17 years of 
indeterminate sex who had been buried with two 
identical brooches, a knife blade, and 126 beads of 
glass, ceramic, and stone and so was probably female. 
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The atypical burials had not been buried near a church 
and were not east–west aligned. All were men who had 
been laid supine although the legs were not aligned. 
There were no grave goods. Two graves held two 
bodies each and the third a single body. One of the 
bodies in a double grave had been redeposited after 
primary burial elsewhere. None showed signs of violent 
death and there were no head injuries. Carbon-14 dating 
placed these burials in the 8th to 11th centuries. 
Although not contemporary, the arrangement of the 
graves suggested they had been marked in some way. 

 

Plan of the cemetery 

Carbon-nitrogen isotope analysis showed they had 
enjoyed an inland diet of meat and vegetables. 
Strontium-oxygen isotope analysis of their teeth showed 
they were not local to Surrey but had originated from 
south-west England, Wales, or Ireland, but most 
probably from Cornwall. 

Grave 5 was a single burial and Grave 10 contained two 
skeletons and additional hand and foot bones 
suggesting there may originally have been two more 
bodies that were removed at some point. Each body had 
a bent left leg and an acutely arched foot (as if they had 
been wearing high heels). Two were aged 26–35 years, 
one was 36–45 years, and all were about five feet and 
eight or nine inches in height. All had undertaken regular 
strenuous activity over a long period, as shown by marks 
on the upper arm bones, elbows, and collar bones. All 
had suffered traumas and had healed breaks. One had 
broken ribs; another had broken a kneecap and four 
vertebrae which had healed to give him a stoop. Such 
breaks are indicative of a bad fall. 

Grave 9 contained two bodies and a ferrous buckle. 
Both were aged 26–35 years and one was tall at six feet 
and one inch; like the others, both showed signs of 
strenuous activity. The lower legs of one body had been 
crossed. The bones of the other skeleton were not in the 
right order but represented a jumbled secondary burial 
of a partially decomposed body. His skull was in the right 
place but his pelvis was by his feet and his spine was 
reversed. He had suffered intense trauma to his right 
side: there was a bump on his skull, he had a dislocated 
shoulder, a broken arm, broken vertebrae, and both 

bones had been broken in his lower leg, which was a 
compound fracture that later became infected: 
somehow, he had survived.  

It was originally assumed that these were execution 
burials, as in Phase 2 of the 1929 excavation. But these 
burials showed no signs of disrespect. The bodies were 
well-placed symmetrically in the graves and the reburied 
body had been arranged to resemble the outline of a 
normal burial. Did the multiple graves represent family 
members or friends? They had all lived traumatic lives 
and survived. They may have been apprentices, slaves 
(this was the Viking period), or miners bringing metal to 
the Saxon mint at Guildford. The burials may represent a 
sub-Roman tradition from south-west England, Cornwall, 
or Wales and a smaller distinct community apart from 
Saxon Guildford. 

A report has been published by TVAS. Please send 
them an email if you would like to receive a copy. 

Janet Sharpe 

Mesolithic-Neolithic histories in the Colne 
Valley: integrating an everyday landscape 

A talk by Samantha Brummage (Birkbeck College, 
University of London), 19 October 2019 

The Colne Valley runs from Watford in the north down to 
the Middle Thames Valley and encompasses the land 
around the Chalfonts, Datchet, Egham and Staines, 
Hillingdon and Heathrow airport. The landscape of this 
river valley provides the background for a PhD study that 
aims to demonstrate the relevance of the prehistoric 
past to the multicultural society of today. Very few 
people are aware of the archaeology beneath their feet. 
Using Historic Environment Records (HERs) as her 
primary resource, Samantha has collated evidence for 
the Mesolithic and Neolithic from excavations, 
fieldwalking, museum collections, and find spots.  

 

Excavations at Three Ways Wharf, Uxbridge 

At the start of the Mesolithic around 12,000 BP (before 
present), Britain was covered with post-glacial tundra 
which was mostly treeless. As Britain was slowly 
separated from the Continent by the incursion of the 
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North Sea during the Early Holocene, the tundra was 
replaced by cold temperate forest. By the Mid Holocene 
c.7000 BP the separation was complete. Mesolithic 
people were highly mobile hunter-gatherers and 
seasonal occupation was the norm with larger base 
camps near the coast and smaller hunting camps inland. 
A reconstruction of the face of Cheddar Man with his 
striking blue eyes, based on remains found in Gough’s 
Cave dated to c.9100 BP, helped to bring the period 
alive. The landscape changed during the Mesolithic-
Neolithic transition around 4000 BC (6000 BP) from a 
wooded to a more open environment. At this time one 
group was replaced by another, who used stone for the 
first time to create monuments, such as the West Kennet 
long barrow in Wiltshire and Maeshowe in the Orkneys. 
There is no stone in the Colne Valley and here both the 
Mesolithic and Neolithic periods are largely invisible. 

 

Artefact scatter at Three Ways Wharf, Uxbridge 

Evidence from excavations, such as Riding Court Farm 
near Datchet, combined with find spots, such as that of 
the jadeite axe from Staines Moor, was used to create a 
wider picture of the past, to show that people were not 
restricted to known sites but used the wider landscape. 
Like us, they dropped litter and lost items and the 
location of these items sheds light on their wider spheres 

of activity. The Neolithic houses and barrows at 
Kingsmead Quarry, Horton, have led to this site being 
described as ‘founded by pioneer farmers’, but this 
completely ignores the Mesolithic people who inhabited 
the same site but left a fainter trace. The concept of 
‘Neolithic colonisation’ in the Colne Valley ignores the 
fact that the area was already inhabited as Mesolithic 
artefacts have been found all across the landscape. 

 

Prehistoric landscape 

Most of the Mesolithic flint scatters and find spots are 
concentrated in the upper Colne Valley around 
Uxbridge, Iver, Denham, and Rickmansworth, where 
huge concentrations of material have been found. The 
Three Ways Wharf site in Uxbridge was contemporary 
with Cheddar Man and was occupied on at least three 
separate occasions as evidenced by discrete flint 
scatters. The earliest has been radiocarbon dated to 
c.9200 BP when the landscape was still post-glacial 
tundra. A dense concentration of animal bones and flints 
suggests the site was occupied by around 20 people for 
a lengthy period. Several seasons of occupation are 
represented and there is evidence for cut timber and 
cooking. Marks on a deer bone showed it had been used 
as a ‘soft hammer’ for making flint tools. The flints were 
obtained locally from the Colne gravels on the river 
floodplain. A smaller scatter of flints was found at the 
nearby site of Jewson’s Yard dated 9800–8500 BP. 
Similar find spots have been recorded all along the 
Colne and its tributaries. All the flints were made using 
the same technology, and the sites range from long-
lasting occupations to single-use camps. Tranchet axes 
are known from the same area and were used to clear 
woodland and encourage plant growth to facilitate 
hunting and open up routeways. By the late Mesolithic 
blade concentrations are found in the lower Colne 
Valley, perhaps as conditions upstream became more 
waterlogged, as evidenced by peat formation. At 
Heathrow Terminal 5, 14 pits dated to 7500–5500 BP 
were found beneath a Neolithic cursus, again showing 
that the Neolithic were not pioneers in this area.  

There was no sharp cut-off point between the Mesolithic 
and the Early Neolithic, but Neolithic sites are more 
visible and are concentrated in the lower Colne Valley 
near the Middle Thames. They include causewayed 
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enclosures, houses, and cursus monuments. Polished 
stone axes have been found at Staines, Hillingdon, 
Harefield, and elsewhere, and these are part of the 
same landscape as the built monuments and the houses 
at Horton. Early to Middle Neolithic pottery has been 
recovered at Horton, Heathrow Terminal 5, and 
elsewhere from pits containing broken pots including 
Peterborough Ware with its fine decoration. Flints 
include fabricators, awls, and scrapers to work leather 
and wood and shred fibres to make cords and baskets.  

The movement of people on a small scale can show how 
places were connected and relationships established. 
Prehistory is not based on biology and runs much 
deeper involving psychological and social processes 
which bring people together – and also separate them. 
This concept extends into the present and underlines the 
need to make archaeology accessible to everyone. 

Janet Sharpe 

The Ottomans in Jordan . . . and their link to 
Berkshire 

A talk by Alison McQuitty, BAS Chair, 16 November 
2019 

The Ottomans are subject to misrepresentation in 
Western Europe, mostly as a result of the 18th and 19th 
century vogue for paintings of Oriental harems and slave 
markets, and the concept of the ‘terrible Turk’. The 
Ottomans did not originate in Turkey but migrated west 
from Central Asia in the 13th century and settled in the 
area around Istanbul. The term ‘Ottoman’ is an 
Anglicisation of the name of their tribal leader, Osman I 
of the Osmani tribe. The Ottoman Empire lasted for 600 
years from the 15th to 20th centuries and at its greatest 
extent included the Balkans, Hungary, most of Ukraine, 
the southern Caucasus, the Arab world, and much of 
North Africa. Jordan was then simply a province within 
the empire. 

 

19th century barn 

Why was Jordan important to the Ottomans, and what 
traces of the empire survive there? Today Jordan is best 
known for its Byzantine churches, the Nabataean city of 
Petra, the Graeco-Roman ruins at Jerash, and its links 
with Lawrence of Arabia. Its archaeological and 

historical importance is due to its position on important 
north–south and east–west trade routes. The north–
south route carried frankincense from southern Arabia to 
the Mediterranean, a trade that was controlled by the 
Nabataeans who grew wealthy on the proceeds. Rain-
fed agriculture is possible in the west of the country but 
the rest is mostly desert. A wide range of land use 
strategies was and is employed by pastoral nomads, 
transhumant semi-nomads with a permanent base, and 
peasant farmers. These different groups share the land 
according to ancient traditions and negotiation.  

 

16th century Khirbat Faris 

The Ottoman period might be thought of as history, but 
this concerns dynasties rather than rural life, and large 
areas, including rural Jordan, are known only from 
archaeology. History and archaeology have different 
data sets, and whereas the historic goals of the Ottoman 
Empire remained the same, their material correlates 
changed over time. For example: the goal of 
maintenance of territory was achieved by the 
archaeology of forts and roads; ideology by mosques, 
and the Hajj route to Mecca; control of resources by 
water storage, grain depots, mines, and slave markets; 
taxation by the establishment of farming settlements to 
produce a surplus; and administration by constructing 
government buildings and schools.  

The art and architecture of the Ottoman Empire reached 
their apogee in the 16th century and are characterised 
by total surface decoration and mosques with tall 
needle-like minarets and domes. Many of the mosques 
have large courtyards and accommodation for pilgrims. 
Ottoman control of the Hajj route to Mecca, that all-
important pilgrimage route for Muslims, gave them 
power; towns along the route became wealthy. 
Previously the route had run slightly further west where 
water was more plentiful but the terrain arduous to 
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cross. The Ottomans moved it east into the desert where 
travel was easier but water was scarce and pilgrims 
were subject to attack by local tribes. To counteract 
these threats, the Ottomans built forts along the route to 
protect the pilgrims and the water supply. The forts were 
garrisoned and all were built to the same basic two-
storey plan with a courtyard below for animals and 
accommodation above, while caravans camped outside. 
In the 20th century the forts were replaced by railway 
stations: the Hejaz Railway opened in 1900. The 
architecture of these buildings was Ottoman, not 
Jordanian. Schools were built to train and indoctrinate 
the sons of the local elite to become good Ottomans. 

 
 
Bedouin tent  
 

The site of Khirbat Faris lies at the east end of a wadi 
leading to the Dead Sea some 15km distant, on the 
edge of land where rain-fed agriculture was possible. 
This long-lived settlement dates back to the Late Bronze 
Age (c.1300 BC) and designs on limestone cosmetic 
palettes and cylinder seals show influence both from 
Egypt and from the north, showing this site was part of 
an extensive trade network. Its name derives from the 
word for ‘ruin’ and the name of a 19th century tribal 
leader whose tomb was built over the ruins of a 
Byzantine church.  

Much of the archaeology at Khirbat Faris is Ottoman in 
date, with a complex of 16th century stone buildings and 

narrow alleyways above Byzantine ruins. These 
buildings were originally barrel-vaulted, constructed over 
sacks of earth which were then removed, and held in 
place by massive side walls and a thick layer of 
compacted earth above. Finds were few but included 
donkey shoes, pestles for grinding, and locally-made 
pottery with lamps of Roman design. Signature finds of 
the Ottoman period included fragments of multi-coloured 
glass bangles and tobacco pipes. Separate oven houses 
were used mostly for baking bread. The ovens were coil-
built of clay and fired in position. The oven was heated 
by a fire within, then ashes were raked out, the bread 
placed inside, a ceramic lid put on top of the oven and 
the whole covered over to form a clamp to keep the heat 
in. Similar ovens were used from the 9th century to the 
present day. 

The 17th and 18th centuries are not represented at 
Khirbat Faris but some enormous 19th century buildings 
are believed to have been used as barns. Each covered 
up to 225 sq. m and were 5m high. They originally 
contained grain bins filled from the roof and they held 
the harvest of the local community, who lived in tents 
nearby. Finds from this period included pre-WWI 
German-made ammunition made for the Ottoman 
Empire. Archaeology, oral history, and travellers’ tales 
show that most of this area was used by semi-nomadic 
tribes in the late 19th century. These people were settled 
in villages in the 1930s with a piped water supply. They 
continued to share the landscape with town-dwellers and 
seasonal pastoralists. The impact of the Ottoman 
Empire here was minimal.  

Links to Berkshire are tenuous. The Berkshire Yeomanry 
took part in the Gallipoli Campaign in WWI; Richard 
Dadd the painter (1817–1887), who died in Broadmoor 
Hospital, Crowthorne, was an Orientalist who travelled 
extensively in the Middle East; and Huntley and Palmer 
issued a biscuit tin in 1906 with a picture of Istanbul. 
Can anyone think of more? 

Janet Sharpe 

 

Projects 

The Hall Farm, Arborfield geophysics survey 

Hall Farm is the Dairy Research Centre run by the 
University of Reading and as a result of Nigel Spencer’s 
good offices we have been able to carry out a resistivity 
survey to see if we can identify the remains of the 
medieval village of Arborfield.  This was not a simple 
activity because Saxton’s map of Berkshire dating from 
1574 showed the village to be on the north side of the 
River Loddon, while the church dating to 1220 is on the 
south side.   

We surveyed three fields looking for medieval structures 
and a fourth to confirm the existence of a building shown 
on an estate map dating to the early 1800s.   

Figure 1 shows the results from the field north of the 
River Loddon where Saxton located Arborfield. It shows 
anomalies which probably represent a large building and 
an associated garden or yard.   

Figure 2 shows the results from one of the fields near to 
the church on the south side of the River Loddon. This 
shows anomalies on an east west alignment which may 
represent the medieval buildings.  
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Figure 2. Hall Farm field C results 

 

 

Figure 1 Hall Farm field A results 
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The Study Group  

Study group 

The September meeting of the Study Group heard a 
presentation on the Ankerwycke Priory Geophysics 
Survey. The priory was in fact a nunnery which was 
founded in 1160 and was disbanded as a result of the 
dissolution of the monasteries in 1536. Some 50 
anomalies were identified in the survey results. The 
National Trust asked for a presentation of the results in 
mid-September; the Study Group was an opportunity for 
a rehearsal, and a discussion of these results and the 
way they were to be presented. As a result, I had 
discussions with staff at the National Trust and read 
some relevant texts on the layout of medieval nunneries 
which strengthened both the report and the presentation. 

During September and October 2019, Martin Labram 
and I completed phase 1 of the development of the BAS 
Gazetteer. You can download more information on: 
http://www.berksarch.co.uk/index.php/the-bas-
gazetteer/.   

The October meeting of the Study Group was cancelled. 

The November meeting of the Study Group discussed: 

• How to record sites and monuments in the BAS 

gazetteer 

 

• The Berkshire Romans Project 2: project outline 

and the work of recording Roman communities 

• The geophysics survey at Hall Farm, Arborfield 

– the first results 

• Reinterpretation of Ankerwycke results: this has 

occurred because the National Trust released 

some more reports of fieldwork on the site which 

has resulted in changes to both the report and 

the presentation. 

The December meeting reviewed the Roman 
landscapes round Wanborough (Wilts) and Wantage ; 
discussed the activities of the Roman military in the 
Berkshire Region in the period AD 43 to AD 75; and 
reviewed the results of the Hall Farm, Arborfield 
geophysics survey. 

In the New Year, the Study Group will meet at RISC on 
8 January 2020, 5 February 2020, 4 March 2020, and 1 
April 2020. These meeting will start at 1 p.m. with lunch. 
You will need to bring your own because the cafe at 
RISC has stopped serving hot meals. 

Andrew Hutt 

 

Visits 

Wittenham Clumps Iron Age Hillfort  

Tuesday 21 January 2020, 10 a.m. 

 

Landscape of the Summer Solstice, by Paul Nash 

 

This visit will comprise a guided walk around the 
Clumps, plus a visit to the current dig there. The society 
has booked a slot for 15 people on from 10.00 to 1.00. 
The cost is £5. This booking is provisional, and we need 
to pay for the 15 places by 19 December. If you are 
interested please contact Anne Helmore by that date at 
events@berksarch.co.uk. 
 
There will also be an opportunity for lunch at The Plough 
at Long Wittenham: 
see http://www.theploughinnlw.co. 
 

Avebury and Environs  

Friday 3 April 2020 

This visit will be led by Jill York. Final details will be 
provided to members in the New Year. 

 

Using the Pastscape and the Heritage Gateway websites 

Over the last weeks I have had some interaction with the 
team responsible for Historic England’s Heritage 
Gateway and have gleaned the following. Historic 
England are running the Heritage Information Access 
Strategy, a 5 year programme to move responsibility for 
recording sites and monuments back to local Historic 
Environment Records (HERs). For more information 

see: https://historicengland.org.uk/research/support-and-
collaboration/heritage-information-access-strategy/. 

One impact of this is that at some time in the future 
PASTSCAPE, with its idiosyncratic monument 
identifiers, will be taken down and the Heritage Gateway 
will become the main method of accessing HER 
information.   

http://www.theploughinnlw.co./
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If you know the local HER monument identifier for a site, 
there is no official way of searching the Heritage 
Gateway for that record. I have suggested to the HIAS 
team that they provide this facility as one of their project 
deliverables. 

In the meantime, Sarah Orr at West Berkshire has 
inadvertently given me a clue how to do this. Given a 
local HER monument identifier such as MWB2312 for 
the Roman enclosure at Dog Kennel Lane, 
Chaddlesworth, West Berkshire, you can access the 
HER record using the URL: 

https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Si
ngle.aspx?resourceID=1030&uid=MWB2312 

The two key entries you need to change to use this as a 
general access method are: 

resourceID=BBB and uid=AAA (note no spaces). 

AAA is the HER monument identifier as explained 
above. BBB identifies the HER within the Heritage 
Gateway. 

   BBB=1030 is West Berkshire HER 

   BBB=1028 is Berkshire Archaeology.HER 

   BBB=1033 is Oxfordshire HER 

   BBB=272 for Greater London HER 

Note: Surrey, Hampshire and Wiltshire have yet to make 
their HER records available via the Heritage Gateway 
and searches of Buckinghamshire always fail. If you 
want to find the AAA code for other HERs just search for 
a site registered in that HER and copy the code out of 
the URL. 

The easiest way for do this is to copy the URL above 
into a Word document, to edit to include the right values 
of AAA and BBB and then copy the result into your 
browser. 

I know this amounts to programming URLs but it works. 
Also remember that spaces are significant so don’t 
include them. 

Andrew Hutt 

 

Archaeology in and around Berkshire 

 

Talks by other groups 
Marlow Archaeology, Main Room, Liston Hall, Marlow, 
SL7 1DD, 8 p.m. Members of AIM and MAS £3.00, 
visitors £4.50. 

Thursday 16 January 2020 ‘The East Berkshire 
Project’, by Paul Seddon. 

Thursday 6 February 2020 ‘Kings, Power and 
Conversion in Anglo Saxon England’, by Dr Gabor 
Thomas, University of Reading. 

 

Archaeology in Marlow Main Room, Liston Hall, 
Marlow, SL7 1DD, 8 p.m. Members of AIM and MAS 
£3.00, visitors £4.50. 

Thursday 20 February 2020 ‘The Archaeology of HS2 
in Buckinghamshire’, by Lucy Lawrence.  

 

South Oxfordshire Archaeology Group (SOAG), 
Goring Heath Parish Hall, Whitchurch Hill, 7.30 for 7.45 
p.m. 

 

 
Thursday 23 January 2020 'On the Silk Road', by Tim 
Williams, UCL. 

Thursday 27 February 2020 ‘Sutton Hoo’, by Dr 
Jennifer Foster, Oxford Dept of Continuing Education. 

Thursday 26 March 2020 ‘Excavation of early Saxon 
activity at East Challow, Oxfordshire’, by Matt Nichol, 
Cotswold Archaeology. 

 

Basingstoke Archaeological and Historical Society 
(BAHS) Church Cottage, Church Square, Basingstoke, 
7.30 p.m. 

Thursday 9 January 2020 ‘The Overton Silk Mill 
Project’, by John Mitchell, Heritage Overton. 

Thursday 13 February 2020 ‘Islands of Stone; Neolithic 
Crannogs in the Outer Hebrides’, by Duncan Carrow, 
Reading University.  

Thursday 12 March 2020 ‘Mino-Tourism: The 
representation of the palace at Knossos on Crete in 
early post cards’, by Katy Soar, Winchester University. 

https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?resourceID=1030&uid=MWB2312
https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/Gateway/Results_Single.aspx?resourceID=1030&uid=MWB2312
http://www.archaeologyinmarlow.org.uk/upcoming-events/the-archaeology-of-hs2-in-buckinghamshire/
http://www.archaeologyinmarlow.org.uk/upcoming-events/the-archaeology-of-hs2-in-buckinghamshire/
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BERKSHIRE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL 

SOCIETY 

 

Patron: H.M. THE QUEEN 

President: Professor 

Michael Fulford CBE FBA FSA 

The Society was founded in 1871 

and for over 100 years has 

encouraged and supported 

archaeological activities in 

Berkshire. 

Everybody with an interest in 

archaeology is welcome to attend 

our meetings and join the Society. It 

does not matter whether your 

interest in archaeology is newfound 

or long standing, the Society offers 

activities from regular lectures and 

outings to post-excavation research. 

All members receive a regular 
newsletter, full of news about events 
in Berkshire. The Berkshire 
Archaeological Journal is also free to 
members. Officers of the Society: 
 
Chair: Alison McQuitty 
chair@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Secretary: Anne Harrison 
secretary@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Treasurer: Andrew Hutt 
treasurer@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Membership Secretary: Anne 
Harrison  
membership@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Lectures and Day School 
Organiser: 
Julie Worsfold 
lectures@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Trips and Social Events Organiser: 
Anne Helmore 
events@ berksarch.co.uk 
 

Newsletter Editor: Gail Eaton 
newsletter@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Projects: Andrew Hutt 
projects@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Website: Tim Lloyd 
website@berksarch.co.uk 
 

External enquiries: Anne Harrison 
info@berksarch.co.uk 
 

Twitter: @BerksArchSoc 

 

The Berkshire Archaeological Society’s Day 
School Programme 

Saturday 28 March 2020,10.00 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. 

St Nicolas Church Hall, West Mills, Newbury, RG14 5HG 

TIME TITLE, SPEAKER & ORGANISATION 

10.00 Welcome  
Alison McQuitty, Chair, Berkshire Archaeological Society  
 

10.05 Recent work in West Berkshire 
Sarah Orr, West Berkshire Council Senior Archaeologist 
 

10.25 Recent discoveries in East Berkshire 
Fiona McDonald, East Berkshire Archaeological Officer 
  

10.45 Berkshire Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) Highlights 
Beth Asbury, Assistant Archaeologist (HER and Outreach), West 
Berkshire  
 

11.10 COFFEE  

11.35 The story of the 1950s excavations of Berkshire's most 
important Saxon and early Norman settlement at Old Windsor. 
The excavator, the archive and the future! 
Roland Smith, Berkshire Archaeology 
 

12.00 Silchester: The Roman Baths project 
Professor M. Fulford, University of Reading 
 

12.25 LUNCH  

13.40 Dendrochronological analysis, Newbury 
Andy Moir, Tree Ring 
 

14.05 Boxford, Mud Hole 
Matt Nichol, Cotswold Archaeology 
 

14.30 TEA  

14.55 Medieval Tile Kilns, Silver Street, Reading 
Thames Valley Archaeological Services 
 

15.20 AWE at Aldermaston, Burghfield and Blacknest 
Piran Borlase-Hendry, AWE 
 

15.45–16.00 Questions and Conclusions 
Alison McQuitty, Chair, Berkshire Archaeological Society 
 

 

Input to the newsletter 

 

If you have an archaeological story that you feel would interest the Society, please send it to                        
Gail Eaton by the end of February 2020 at: newsletter@berksarch.co.uk 

mailto:georginagaileaton@gmail.com

